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The Aerospace Corporation Background
•

Created in 1960 as a California nonprofit
corporation at the request of the government
– Operates a Federally Funded Research and
Development Center (FFRDC)
– Provides advanced scientific and engineering
services for space and related high-technology
systems

•

•
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Strategic Partner with Government to
enhance the return on investment in Space
Systems
•
Work for DoD, NASA, other national and
international civil and commercial clients

FY 2018 Staff and Revenue
•
•

4,000 employees (75% technical staff)
$1.05 billion in revenue

Independent Cost Assessments and Estimates
Relevant Experience of the Aerospace Corporation

•

Trusted adviser to the US government providing independent technical, risk,
architectural, and programmatic assessments and analyses
– Over a decade of experience of independent cost estimating for space science and
ground-based scientific facilities or projects
– Implemented the CATE process for the past four decadal
surveys
– Decades of experience providing cost & schedule analyses
for NASA missions
– Conducted architecture cost studies for the next gen USGS
ground system
– Executed technical risk and programmatic cost for NOAA
GOES -R and –S space and ground systems
– Project management support for the NSF McMurdo
SATCOM modernization
– Completed independent technical and cost assessments
across range of large complex ground facilities: National
Security Space launch and ground processing facilities,
NASA mobile launch platforms and environmental test
facilities, NNSA material processing facilities
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CATE = Cost & Technical Evaluation

Photo credit: NASA/Leif Heimbold

The Challenge of Significant Cost & Schedule Growth
NASA Robotic Science Missions & NSF Large Facilities Projects
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Cost and Schedule Overruns Cause Domino Effect
for Other Projects in Program Portfolio
Planned Funding = $690M

Actual Funding History = $715M
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Although the total program funding remained consistent over this time period,
implementation of successive missions were substantially affected

Portfolio effect adds cost due to inefficiencies of starting & delaying projects
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Policy Drivers for Independent Cost Reviews
•

•

•
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NSF Large Facilities Manual: NSF 17-066 (March 2017)

2009: GAO Cost Estimating
Guide (GAO-09-3SP)
documents 13 pieces of
legislation, regulation, policy,
and guidance applicable to all
federal agencies (1968-2008)
2016: American Innovation &
Competitiveness Act (AICA)
drove strengthened oversight
and accountability over the full
life-cycle for NSF Major MultiUser Research Facility Projects
2017: NSF Large Facilities
Manual (NSF 17-006) describes
timelines and processes for
conducting cost reviews

Policy Drivers for Independent Cost Reviews
Success Stories

•

•
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NASA Policy Changes
– Dec 2005: Congress passed law requiring
NASA develop threshold breach reports for
cost and schedule overruns
– March 2006: NASA initiated policy to use
probabilistic cost estimating to budget missions
– Since implementation of policy, NASA’s cost
and schedule growth is lower than before

NASA GSFC Business Change Initiative
– 2011: Goddard Flight Projects Directorate
created the BCI – comprehensive evaluation of
management, communication, and information
sharing mechanisms intended to improve cost,
scheduling, and overall performance
– The new business approach has driven
portfolio to improved programmatic
performance – launched missions have
optimized cost, schedule, and technical
performance on a sustained basis to deliver
on time and within budget

The Effect of Policy Changes on NASA Science Mission
Cost and Schedule Growth
2018 IEEE Aerospace Conference

The Business Change Initiative: A Novel Approach to
Improved Cost & Schedule Management
2016 IEEE Aerospace Conference

What is an Independent Cost Review
Definitions and Uses

•

Independent Cost Estimates and Assessments are different

•

Decision makers can use ICA and ICE results differently

•

ICA and ICEs can be performed at different times during the project lifecycle, and
address different scopes as needed

– Independent Cost Estimate (ICE): Independent estimate of total project cost, executed by an
organization external to the project, based on same technical information used to develop baseline
project estimate
– Independent Cost Assessment (ICA): Independent assessment of the quality and accuracy of
the baseline project estimate, executed by an organization external to the project, based on the
project’s stated technical approach, risk, and acquisition strategy

– If ICE results are significantly different from the baseline project estimate, results can be used as a
mechanism to determine if project estimate was comprehensive and accurate
– ICA results can be used to judge the quality and accuracy of project estimate, and to ensure that
the baseline cost estimate captures all requirements

– New project – Important for budgeting activities: is the baseline cost accurate, and does the
estimate address all project requirements
– Major upgrade – Has the project correctly phased upgrade activities, and does estimate
accurately address associated cost and schedule impacts
– Full or selected scope of either – if selected, focus on unique or high-risk elements
9

Types of Independent Cost Reviews

Independent Cost Estimate

GAO Definition*

NSF Definition**

*GAO Cost Estimating Guide (GAO-09-3SP)
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Independent Cost Assessment

Conducted by an organization outside the
acquisition chain, using the same
detailed technical information as the
program estimate, it is a comparison with
the program estimate to determine
whether it is accurate and realistic

An outside evaluation of a program’s cost
estimate that examines its quality and
accuracy, with emphasis on specific cost
and technical risks, it involves the same
procedures as those of the program
estimate but using different methods and
techniques

Conducted by an Independent Contractor,
another government agency, and/or a
specialized/expert External Panel outside
the acquisition chain, using the same
detailed technical information as the
Recipient estimate. It is then reconciled
with the Recipient estimate by Program,
DACS, CAP, LFO, Independent Contractor,
another government agency, and/or a
specialized/expert External Panel to
determine whether the Recipient estimate is
accurate and realistic. Technical information
does not typically include cost data from the
Recipient, their subcontractors, or NSF.

An evaluation of a Recipient’s cost estimate
by an independent cost team… that
examines in detail the cost estimating
methodology and how well the estimate
followed the GAO’s twelve steps and meets
the four characteristics of a high-quality cost
estimate… with emphasis on specific cost
and technical risks, it may include estimates
of key cost drivers using the same
detailed technical information as those of
the Recipient estimate but using different
estimating methods and techniques. May
also include review of an estimate by NSF
budget categories to examine how well the
estimate followed the Cost Principles
(reasonable, allowable, allocable) in the
Uniform Guidance

**NSF Large Facilities Manual: NSF 17-066 (March 2017)

Implementing an Independent Cost Assessment
Approach and Best Practices

•

Approach: Review of project cost estimating methodology, focused on identification of
specific cost and technical risks that could impact project cost and schedule
– Assessment should focus on areas of highest risk, and analyze methodology for gaps
– May include independent estimates of key cost drivers

•

Comparison to similar programs

•

Importance of interviews and reconciliation with project teams

•

Example ICA inputs may include:
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– Best done at lowest level to best reflect unique aspects of the project

– Review assumptions, ensure independent assessment is accurately capturing technical baseline

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Project WBS, and associated WBS dictionary
Detailed schedule (.mpp file)
Budget, broken down by FY and WBS
Project Requirements Documents
Program Management and Systems Engineering Plans
Description of partners, including roles and responsibilities
Risk List
Project Basis of Estimates
Labor / Full Time Equivalent (FTE) plan

Implementing an Independent Cost Assessment
Approach and Best Practices, cont.

• Results and deliverables may include:
–
–
–
–

Identification and quantification of threats that project estimate doesn’t include
Evaluation of project Basis of Estimate (BOE)
Review of project reserves – amount and phasing
Assessment of proposed project budget and schedule – do anticipated costs align
with activities?
Mean Cost Impact ($M) by Threat - Top 20

Mean Cost Impact (RY$M)

14
Indirect Schedule
Direct Schedule
Cost

12
10
8

•
•

6
4

51% of total is from top 3 threats
86% of total is from top 10 threats

2

0

•
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Project Risk Evaluation Process

–
–
–
–

Identify threats based on Project approach
Translate applicable risks into discreate cost or schedule threats
Probabilistic estimate of cost and schedule impacts
Product example: threat list ranked by cost or schedule impact

Implementing an Independent Cost Estimate
Approach and Best Practices

•

ICE and ICA share many inputs, but ICE requires more detailed technical data

•

Example ICE inputs may include:
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– ICE performed using the same detailed technical information as the program estimate
– Compared to program estimate to determine accuracy and realism
– The more information that is provided the wider range of methodologies available and more
representative the estimate can be

– Acquisition Approach
– Facility Infrastructure and Civil Construction
• Functional requirements
• Infrastructure functional requirements and estimated size
• Location details including access, weather and existing infrastructure
– Science Concept of Operations (CONOPS)
– Scientific equipment and instrumentation
• Design and performance description documentation, proposal or design review data
• Wavelength, resolution, data rates
• Telescope description; number of segments, mirror construction, degrees of freedom
– Data volume and processing requirements
– Project schedule and milestones

Credible Cost Estimates / Process for Creating Them
Applies to Both Project and Independent Cost Estimates
Basic Characteristics of Credible
Cost Estimates
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
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Clear identification of task
Broad participation in preparing estimates
Availability of valid data
Standardized structure for estimate
Provision for program uncertainties
Recognition of inflation
Recognition of excluded costs
Independent review of estimates
Revision of estimates for significant
program changes

GAO Cost Estimating Guide (GAO-09-3SP)

The Twelve Steps of a High-Quality
Cost Estimating Process
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Define estimate’s purpose
Develop estimating plan
Define program characteristics
Determine estimating structure
Identify ground rules and assumptions
Obtain data
Develop point estimate and compare it to
an independent cost estimate
8) Conduct sensitivity analysis
9) Conduct risk and uncertainty analysis
10) Document the estimate
11) Present estimate to mgmt for approval
12) Update estimate to reflect actual costs
and changes

Implementing an Independent Cost Estimate
Approach and Best Practices, cont.

•

A common WBS is essential

•

An appropriate estimation approach should be
selected for each WBS

– Helps to normalize across multiple estimates for
cross comparison
– Recommended to use a common contractor for
consistency of estimates
– If multiple contractors are required – need to
standardize across all of them
• Work can be split at the WBS element level
• Consider a contractor that integrates the various
estimates

– Selection may be driven by:
• Uniqueness of elements
• Availability of historical data

NSF Large Facilities Manual: NSF 17-066 (March 2017)
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Implementing an Independent Cost Estimate
Costing Approaches for Various Elements

Multiple Cost Estimates for Each WBS Element

•

Multiple approaches (multiple point estimates)
should be used
– Helps to capture a range of possibilities
– Approaches to individual WBS elements may include:
• Parametric cost models - Estimate generated by
statistical relationships between historical costs and
other project variables
• Wraps – Historical percentage based estimate used
to estimate relatively fixed costs; calculated as a
function of the cost of the hardware and software
• Direct comparison to historical analogies
– Database of well understood historical costs
(infrastructure: roads, foundation etc.) may also be
utilized
• Analogous historical projects
• Projects with similar critical infrastructure
configurations
• Industry standards or commercial cost database
resources and/or vendors

•
16

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑥 𝑏 ∗ 𝑦 𝑐
𝑆𝐸 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
% 𝑆𝐸 𝑊𝑟𝑎𝑝 =
𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

Evaluate various methods for applicability/accuracy
– Compare methods (e.g., Parametric vs. Wrap) to historical actual costs to determine which method
may be more applicable and therefore improve accuracy

Implementing an Independent Cost Estimate
Costing Approaches for Various Elements, cont.

•

Capture potential cost threats
– What is the potential cost/schedule
impact if X happens?

Include reserves/contingencies to
account for uncertainty
– Utilize a probabilistic method such as
Monte Carlo

Percent Likelihood of Completing on Cost (%)

•

Example Cost Distribution
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•

Acknowledge limitations of models

•

Consideration for level of fidelity
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Phase C/D System Development Cost (RY$M)

– Does the element being evaluated
fall within the range of historical
analogs?

– Minimizing uncertainty in cost,
understanding limitations of certain
element estimates and how they
influence the overall estimate

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC): Programming Cost
Estimates for Military Construction (UFC 3-730-01)

$240

Cost Reviews for Major Upgrade Proposals
Key Considerations

•
•
•

Original baseline must be well understood
Acquisition Approach (contract type)
Phasing of upgrades/construction may be
required by facility function, adding complexity
– Selective demolition adds cost and schedule risks
– Maintaining facility and/or critical systems
operational during construction
– Multiple separate design packages with
interconnected interfaces require monitoring & clear
demarcations of project handover points/milestones
– Mobilization/demobilization cycles (per phase) &
extended construction schedule
– Calibration and certification schedules for specialty
equipment and hardware
– Individual systems testing versus integrated testing
across systems
– Inflationary price increases over time and phases

Expanded VLA required careful transition planning
(Aerospace Photo)

Major upgrade proposals require considerations above and beyond new projects
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Cost Reviews for Major Upgrade Proposals
Key Considerations (cont)

•

Estimate must consider potential impacts to the
operational costs associated with the upgrade
– Costs related to working in a provisional concept of
operations during upgrades versus baselined operations
– Cost of temporary facilities/equipment to maintain
operations of critical systems

•

Unexpected Conditions & Design Changes

•

Potential Schedule Impact Considerations

Expanded VLA: New Correlator &
Digital Electronics (Aerospace Photos)

– Unknown facility and site conditions
– Materials and resources supply chain
– Funding problems
– Significant impacts to operations if modifications delayed
– Cost of retaining “standing armies” skill pool of specialty
contractors during project delays

Major upgrade proposals require considerations above and beyond new projects
19

Independent Assessments of Actual Projects
Assessment Findings Highlights

•

Failure to appreciate disadvantages of the acquisition approach chosen

•

Inadequacy of original cost estimate in estimating scope/complexity of project

•

Inadequate project cost estimates throughout project lifecycle

•

Inadequate definition of requirements and traceability throughout project lifecycle

•

Inadequate project execution plan and monitoring (lack of control overall)

– Example: Major design elements “thrown over the fence” to contractors/sub-contractors
with integration issues leading to added cost/schedule [Design-Build approach]
– Example: The combination of under-developed requirements and unique facility type with
limited precedent in a phased design/construction, have increased cost/schedule risks
[Design-Build approach]
– Lacked consideration of what it takes to execute design; limited participation of technical
matter experts in preparation of estimates
– Failure to identify relative significance of time, cost, quality relationship
– Inadequacy in tracking cost versus technical trade-offs during key decision points
– Lack of systems of systems approach and integration
– Added cost and schedule risk
– Estimating approach not fully planned nor structured for purpose

Demonstrates the value of performing independent cost assessments
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Summary
•

Independent cost reviews provide decision makers with unbiased assessment
of estimate’s realism and accuracy

•

Following best practices for developing project cost estimates results in better
independent cost reviews

•

Emphasis on importance of robust and comprehensive cost estimates and
management can result in improved programmatic performance

•

Improving baseline estimating has mutual benefits for all parties
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– Increases public and congressional confidence in management of taxpayer funded
projects
– Ensures health of an optimized and diversified portfolio
– Realistic baseline estimate supports project cost and schedule expectations

Back-Up
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The Need for Independent Cost Reviews
•

Internal (grassroots) estimates are historically optimistic

•

Independent reviews are conducted by external evaluators, not project advocates

•

Accurate independent cost reviews allow decision makers to evaluate health and
executability of project plan, manage or mitigate cost risk, and make well-informed future
budgeting decisions for project, and more optimized program portfolio

•

A culture of robust cost estimating can result in enduring database of program history
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– GAO-18-101: DEFENSE INFRASTRUCTURE, Action Needed to Increase the Reliability of
Construction Cost Estimates
• Analysis of cost estimates for three high-value projects shows cost estimates were not reliable
– initial cost estimates increased for all three projects
– GAO-18-420: FEDERAL BUILDINGS, More Consideration of Operations and Maintenance
Costs Could Better Inform the Design Excellence Program
• GSA officials do not estimate the majority of O&M costs, such as building maintenance
associated with design choices until the design is almost finalized
– GAO 18-730: Revised Policies on Developing Costs and Schedules Could Improve
Estimates for Large Facilities
• Of the seven projects NSF had funded that were covered by its policy to manage cost
overruns, five had experienced cost or schedule increases since starting construction.
– Provide decision makers with unbiased assessment of estimate’s realism and accuracy

– Can be used to develop future business processes and programmatic assessment tools

